I2	INTRODUCTION
1668.   Some two hundred of these letters have already
been printed in Notes and Queries and Bengal Past and
Present, and Marshall is found among the earliest of
the correspondents.   On   I3th June,   1670,  he is
mentioned (O.C. 3433) by John Vickcrs, who had
sailed from England in the Blackamorc.    Vickers asks
Edwards to " send forward " a bill of exchange to
Marshall by the first opportunity.   Edwards acknow-
ledged the receipt of the letter and the enclosure
(O.C, 3434), a bill for Rs. 600, " payable four days
after Sight to Mr. John Marshall in Shaw Jehaun
- [Shah Jaham] Rupees."   He added that not being
able to hear of any messenger going to Patna " shortly "
he had engaged one expressly " who promises to reach
thither in 8  days."   At the same time Edwards
wrote a personal letter to Patna to the same effect on
2oth June (O.C. 3435% suggesting that should the
" Cossid" (gasid, messenger) fail to carry out his
agreement to deliver the packet by the time stated,
Marshall should " give him So good a payment as
may Serve for an example to others/'    Marshall duly
received the letter, but no copy of his reply exists,
On 13th July, Edwards wrote again from KasimbSzSr
(O.C. 3445), requesting Marshall to invest the produce
of some sword blades sold at Patna for him in " Baroch
[Broach] Stuffes for breeches, and the rest (if any
remaine) in i bottle of the best flower oyle and some
Otter [attar of roses] and Chua [chawwa]"   He
adds:  "I had not assumed the boldnesse to have
given you this trouble, but that I am, by my good
friend Mr. White (from [whom] you will now receive
a.letter) encouraged and engaged to endeavour the
Procury of a 'Correspondency with you, which I must

